StarWise Astrological Good Days Calendar
Produced Especially for Sample Customer
Your StarWise Good Days Calendar is calculated from your birth time to show information about the events (transits) that make it a good day.
The transits are calculated for your unique horoscope as it relates to the aspects formed by the event and your relocated natal signs.
An overall numerical rating of the day and information about the contributing power of the events that make it a good day are shown.
Additional information is provided about the "nature" or "effect" of the transiting planets on your day in a separate document.
Order your next calendar here…
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January 2005
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1/1
GREAT (56)
SUN (Cap)~Con IC
SUN (Cap)~Con Jupiter (3x)

1/2

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

1/7

1/8

AWESOME (80)

GREAT (54)

GOOD (18)

BETTER (24)

OK (8)

SUN (Cap)~Con Jupiter

SUN (Cap)~Con SUN (2x)

SUN (Cap)~Con SUN

Venus (Sag)~Opp Uranus (2x)

Venus (Sag)~Opp Uranus

Venus (Sag)~Con Venus (4x)
Mars (Sag)~Sex Mars

1/9

1/10

1/11

1/12

1/13

1/14

1/15

1/16

1/17

1/18

1/19

1/20

1/21

1/22

GREAT (42)

GREAT (56)

GOOD (21)

GOOD (21)

AWESOME (103)

BETTER (25)

Venus (Cap)~Con IC (2x)

Venus (Cap)~Con IC

Venus (Cap)~Con Jupiter

SUN (Aqu)~Sex MOON

SUN (Aqu)~Con Mars (2x)

SUN (Aqu)~Sex MOON

Venus (Cap)~Con Jupiter (3x)

SUN (Aqu)~Sex MOON

SUN (Aqu)~Con Mars

Venus (Cap)~Con SUN (3x)

Venus (Cap)~Con SUN

SUN (Aqu)~Sex MOON

1/23

1/24

1/25

1/26

1/27

1/28

1/29

GREAT (45)

BETTER (29)

OK (7)

OK (7)

Mars (Sag)~Con Venus (2x)

Mars (Sag)~Con Venus

SUN (Aqu)~Tri ASCD

SUN (Aqu)~Tri ASCD

SUN (Aqu)~Tri ASCD (2x)

1/30

Created specially for: Sample Customer

1/31
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>>>> StarWise Good Days Forecast <<<<
LEGEND
The format of the calendar is as follows:
Date
Rating (total score)
Your transits today
Your transits today
Your transits today
Your transits today

Example:
2-Jan
AWESOME (80)
Venus(Sag) conj Venus (56)
SUN(Cap) conj Jupiter (14)
Mars(Sag) sext Mars (10)
More transits

Transits are shown as:
Venus(Sag) conj Venus (56)
SUN(Cap) conj Jupiter (14)
Mars(Sag) sext Mars (10)

Means: transiting Venus in (Sag)ittarius goes conjunct your natal Venus with a power of (56)
Means: transiting Sun in (Cap)ricorn goes conjunct your natal Jupiter with a power of (14)
Means: transiting Mars in (Sag)ittarius goes sextile your natal Mars with a power of (10)

Also note that the brackets indicate relative motion
(...) = normal [...] = retrograde motion
Abbreviations used:
conj(unct) opp(osite), sext(ile),
ASCD(endant), IC = home life, MC = career
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Tips:
1) "Blank" days without a rating are likely "bad" or "blah." "Good" and "bad" trends can happen on the same day.
This forecast shows your "good" trends. "Bad" experiences can also happen, but will only occasionally outweigh the good.
2) Actively use your nicest days to insure best results. Especially if Mars and/or Uranus are involved, expect to
have to work hard or under stress, but accomplish a lot. If Venus is involved, you attract/earn/buy "good" to you.
3) !JUPITER! transits affect the entire week before and week after the day shown (nice!)
4) Mars transits to your natal Uranus are wild cards--they can be great adventurous fun if you're careful!
5) "Selecting Paradise" (StarWise.com ebook) explains in detail what your transits mean and how to use them to
your maximum advantage and benefit
StarWise eBooks…
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

